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FROM
THE

NEWS
Asparagus Arouse. Ire
Of NaiU
CoUefM Make SPort
tad 5Port P«Be*
Good Luck I* Too
Much For Him

PRICE, 10 CENTS

LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1935

James Nelson '29
Assumes Alumni
Office Position

A menial blue pencil can eliminate
bungles and produce jewels

Rally And Parade To
Spur Bates Footballers
On To NYU Tomorrow

Former Bates Man To
Assist Alumni Secretary At Chase Hall

Shades Of Yale Loom in Giant
Sendoff To Bates "Davids"

WAS PROMINENT AS
STUDENT AT BATES

COACHES AND CAPTAINS EXPECTED
TO GIVE SHORT SPEECHES AT EVENT

James Solomon Nelson '29, arrived
on the campus from Boston Monday in
readiness to take up his duties as of
October 1st as Assistant in the Alumni
Recovery Dangerous
Office and Director of Chase Hall. For
If F>«y
the present Mr. Nelson will occupy a
room in Chase Hall and will share an
Hoover State» HU
office with Professor Paul B. Bartlett,
Intention*
director of the Student Employment
Bureau. Mr. Nelson will assist the
If student confidence means anything, then the Bates grid squad
Above—Gillis. Bates half8y Tony Duarte
alumni secretary in the detailed work
back, is seen crossing the fine
will journey to N. Y. U. well equipped for the fray, for tomorrow
of the Alumni Office, particularly in
for his team's final touchevening a spirited send-off is being planned.
qAccordlng to the dictionary, aspara- respect to its program with the graduSpeeches are expected by the Captains, and possibly by one of
down
in
the
last
period
of
the
Under,
succulent
shoots
of
ate
classes
and
the
regional
groups
- -the '
inetfis, cut when pro- and associations.
Hates-Arnold game at Lewthe Coaches.
, iRtle above the ground and
Although the team from New York is reputed to be extremely
iston, Saturday. Gillis, the
To Plan Back to Bates Night
d la a table vegetable." In Nazi
strong, bolstered up by an undefeated Freshman eleven from last
ball clasped to his bosom in
Among
his
first
tasks
will
be
the
Germany the lowly asparagus has beunorthodox
fashion.
was
year, spirit is running high here on the campus, and the student body
gathering of material for the bulletin
eone the tenter of a controversy
has a great deal of confidence in the wiles of Coach Morey. who has
tackled on the goal line but
ler this year students at Heldel- to announce the plans for Back to
vrg got i"t» trouble with the authori- Bates Night, October 25, and for the
his impetus carried him over.
a habit of tripping Up the big fellows.
ties Alien they humorously discussed fall issue of the alumni quarterly, "The
Mai Stevens, Coach at N. Y. U. was
a football game. Beyond that, in
how Hitler ate asparagus and how it Bates Alumnus," due in the mails NoEli mentor in the conflict three years Coach Morey's own words, "We cannot
vember
15.
As
director
of
Chase
Hall,
Right—Bob
Frost,
Bates
should be eaten. Now a student poem
ago in which a whimpering bulldog
halfback has just received a
in praise ol asparagus has aroused the Mr. Nelson will relieve Dr. Zerby of
was bested by a scratching, clawing prognosticate."
It is probable that the same line-up
ire >f enthusiastic Nazis. The poem some of his duties as adviser to the
bobcat. Consequently N. Y. U. prom- that started the Arnold game will face
pass
from
his
teammate.
nror >sed that asparagus and ham re- Chase Hall Committee, and it is exises not to spare the horses in the the N. Y. U. club at the opening whistle
George
Morin.
that
netted
20
place the old German symbols of spear pected as time goes on that the work
game with Bates this Saturday.
although Coach Morey may make a
of this committee will be augmented
yards before he was tackled
and shield. It added:
Especially is N. Y. U. out to avenge few changes.
to
provide
a
program
more
along
the
by
Janenda
on
Arnold's
36
,„» these symbols I turn my
the
defeat
they
suffered
at
Uie
hands
In the practices during the past
lines of those in vogue in colleges
yard line in the second
gUmce
.
of the bobcats 14 years ago in the only week, the Coach, dissatisfied with the
which have a Union Building like
To asparagus and social signijlgame
N.
Y.
U.
and
Bates
have
ever
period.
work of the team against Arnold, parChase Hall.
cance.
played before. The score was 21-19.
ticularly with the work of the line,
"Jimmie," as he was familiarly
You know the government s policy
Cot-UTKSY
PORTLAND
Sl'NOAY
Speaking
Of
the
Violets,
the
Footstressed blocking to a great extent.
known on the campus, was born in
Emphasize* the stern necessity
ball magazine has to say, "Football at This department of play is essential if
TEI.F.ORAM.
Fall River, Mass., Feb. 27, 1908. He
bigger birthrates, biologically
N. Y. U. is once again on the upgrade. the Garnet gridders are to make a
graduated from the high school at
sound.
.,,
Last spring they trounced Yale 18-6 good showing at the New York school.
Meredith, N. 11.. and came to Bates in
Which fruitlessly fell on republiin a practice game. Big Ed Smith,
Very little about the defensive abilthe fall of 1925. His record in the
III« around.
backfield ace. is as fine a punter and ity of the Bates backs was learned by
"Mirror" shows that he did his full
; „ „„.» and wife I make this plea.
passer as the east can boast. So they the mentor last week, due to the fact
share to advance the interests of the
Asparagni increases fecundity.
will be bouncing back again to happier that the Garnet was on the offensive
campus. He was not only president of
days. Seven varsity regulars will be most of the time. Whenever occasion
the English 4-A Players in his senior
aided and abetted by a orack crew of arose, they came through in fine shape.
year, but was an outstanding particiC!lt may seem contrary to popular be- pant in their productions. He was also
newcomers from the best Freshman As a unit, the Bates squad is in fine
lief but the fact of the matter is that in the cast of the Million Dollar Play
team in recent history.
shape for the game, and with the
colleges make sport and more Particu- given during his freshman year at the
The Bates gridiron prospects are power they possess, and the fine coachlarly sport pages. With the growth.of Empire Theatre.
likewise bright, and it is certain that big they have received, should aquit
football to immense proportions, and
the Violets will know they have played themselves very creditably indeed.
Edited
"Mirrorthe concurrent expansion therefrom ot
the ^llegiate athletic program, our colAs a sophomore he started work on
leges have gone In for sporting en- the Bates "Student," going up through
tovor in such a big way that the the various positions to Assistant Man"literature" appearing in the sports aging Editor and then to Managing
sections of our newspapers depends for Editor. As editor-in-chief of the "MirIts variety on the varsity and what it ror," the '29 book was unusually well
Little Arnold failed to give much
On September 27th, the "Deutche opposition to the roaring Bobcats in
is doing at any given season.
composed and printed. In 1928-29 ProVerein" inaugurated the sixty-fifth the season opener last Saturday on the
The basic professional sports, base- fessor Quimby sent him out to coach
Reports from faculty members and
hall, boxing and horse racing, have the Gardiner High School debating students show that many men and birthday of Prof. Arthur Newton Leon- rain drenched Garcelon field. Although
been forced to give ground in most team, and in 1929 the Phillips team women of last year's graduating class ard with a surprise gift of three dozen limited to "old time" plays and mighty
metropolitan papers to the insistent which he coached won the champion- are employed in various fields they gladioli. By a remarkable coincidence few of them, the Garnet team tore
the beginning of Prof. Leonards Arnold to shreds, scored five touchdemands of the collegiate athlete and ship.
may or may not have trained for while
After receiving his degree at Bates, in 'college. Those members of last thirty-seventh year as an instructor at downs, one conversion, for 31 points
his activities. Which is as it should be.
fell on the same day as the while the second, third, and fourth
Baseball, boxing and horse racing may Mr. Nelson entered the Harvard Busi- year's senior class who have not found Bates
.eresting enough in their way. but ness School, from which in 1932 he employment certainly expect to enter opening of classes, and thus a new year stringers played most of the game.
of
his
life's
career has been appropriManning carried the opening kickoff
as .ontinual fare they grow monoton- received the degree of Master of Busi- business or the study of a profession ately initiated
with the acquaintance to his own 38. Keller and Curtin broke
ous to sav the least. And thus it has ness Administration. In vacation pe- in the near future. Many are waiting of many new and intelligent faces.
Foremost among the college maraway with runs of 25 and 15 yards and riages this past summer is that of Mrs.
Mademoiselle Annemarie Diebold of
been the' colleges, with their ever- riods while at Harvard and since re- for the summer season and fall lull in
with
several
shorter
gains
brought
the
searching quest for something new to ceiving his degree, he has been en- business to pass before taking posiReceives Gift at First Class
Eva Billings, director of residences Nancy. France, an exchange student
intrigue the would-be athlete of their gaged in business, particularly in the tions in various capacities.
Prof. Leonard discovered the beau- ball to the Arnold nine yard line. Arn- for men. to Capt. Herman G. Hawkes from the Facultie des Lettres of the
student bodies, which have altered the field of salesmanship and chain store
tiful gift of pink, orange, red. and old held with help of a five yard pen- of Portland. Maine. The wedding took University de Nancy, is among this
Ingraham Receives Fellowship
i caliber and interest of our sport- management. At business school he
white gladioli attractively gathered in alty and Janenda punted. Again Keller place at Putnam. Conn.. July 2nd. year's new students at Bates. This is
Curtin carried to the ten yard line. Bates is unfortunate to lose such a fine Mile. Diebold's first trip to America,
specialized in investment banking and
ting pages and. necessarily, of <
The following is an incomplete re- a wicker basket on his desk upon en- and
bank management, accounting, mar- port of the present activities of some tering his 7:40 class last Friday morn- Another Bates penalty and Arnold held woman. Her sense of fairness and her having come across the Atlantic on
snort-reading public.
keting, advertising, business econom- members of the class of '34. Robert ing. It bears the inscription: "Zum again. The entire right half of the ability were indeed an asset to Bates. the "Lafayette" with thirty other exBates line was in to block Janenda's
ics, and foreign trade.
Walker is employed in a Lewiston Geburtstag (To Your Birthday)" and punt and recover on the three yard Miss Gertrude Cox. a member of the change students from France.
Staying at Cheney House for this
q<)n February 5th. Frank Greges,
also the name of the donor: "Der
office staff, married George Campbell.
woolen
mill
as
chemist.
Milton
LindMiss Whitehouse Recovering
Healy replaced Curtin at right August 31st in Lewiston. They are now- school year she expressed her great
sandwich man. was carrying his sign
holm is an instructor and coach at Deutche Verein." He now has the line.
half
and
scored
on
the
next
play.
MarThe
committees
which
co-operated
enthusiasm
for campus life, which is a
on lower Broadway—"Passport Photos
residing on College Street.
Maine Central Institute. John Ingra- flowers, of which he is very fond,
in for Keller, carried for the point.
totally new experience to her. She has
Arnold Adams - Margaret Hoxie
: tor 35c" when he stumbled on a in the creation of this new position ham, through his excellence in the proudly displayed upon the table of his cus,
Midway in the second quarter Bates
wallet containing $42,000 worth of se- were- Dr. Zerby, Mr. Ross, and Mr. chemistry field, has been awarded a living room.
Among the student body in the class studied for fourteen years at the Lycee
took the ball on the Arnold 40 yard of 1935 was Miss Margaret Hoxie to Jean d'Arc after which she spent three
cnrlties. Frank returned them to the Rowe for the Administration, and the fellowship at the Mass. Institute of
mark after an exchange of punts and Arnold Adams last Easter vacation. months in England studying English.
Studied Abroad
rage house which had lost them, Executive Committee of the Alumni Technology. John Gross is connected
Prof. Leonard was born September marched for another touchdown with Mrs. Adams was prominent in literary When she returned to France she studivi i numerous cash awards and a Council, which this year consists of: with the Remington Rand Company.
Curtin skirting the Arnold right end
$70 a month job. But he cracked under Mrs. Jessie Pease Walker '06, of Bel- Robert Anicetti is continuing his stud- 27. 1870. in Brooklyn. N. Y. After the for the score. Morin's kick was low. circles, being editor of the "Garnet." ied in English for two more years at
the University de Nancy.
the subsequent excitement and had to mont, Mass.: Miss Mabel Eaton '10, ies of chemistry at Clark Institute, usual secondary education, he matricuCurtin and Keller again teamed up Am. Adams is noted for his record
Mile. Diebold hopes to go into eduBO i the hospital until his mind Assistant Librarian; Edward H. Fuller Worcester, Mass.. on a scholarship. lated at Brown, from which university for the next Bates' score in the third breaking 440. The marriage of Richard
cleared. Then, by preference, he re- '12, superintendent of schools, Darien, Charles Chllman is working in the he received his A.B. in 1892; his M.A. quarter. Curtin made the best run of Tuttle '35, to Lydia Yakawanls which cational work when she returns to
Conn.;
Dr.
Edward
f.
Roberts
'23,
of
in
1893:
and
his
Ph.D.
in
1894,
the
France.
Not only a fluent speaker in
took
place
over
a
year
ago
was
anned to his old Jl-a-day job. SomeERA. Cordon Jones is teaching at
the Lederle Laboratories, New York Brewer High School. Brewer, Maine. accomplishment of procuring a Doc- the day when he took Janenda's punt nounced this summer. The college or- English and German besides her naone asked him how he felt ....
in
mid-field,
and
turning
and
twisting,
City; and Adelbert M. Jakeman '27, Walter Oav is a teacher at Bangor tor's degree in one year being very
chestra suffered the loss of a smooth tive French, she is also acquainted
head of the Department of English, High School and also assists as a unusual. While studying for his ad- stepped his way to the Arnold 20. leader by Dick's graduation.
with the Swiss dialect, her mother beKeller
climaxed
the
drive
with
a
six
vanced degree he taught at Brown.
From the class of 1934 Helen ing of Swiss origin. While here she is
C|SING SING PRISON, N. Y.—Reluc- High School, Westfield, Mass.
coach.
yard
end
sweep.
Again
the
kick
for
the
A reorganization of the Alumni CounHis scholarship procured for him the
Goodwin has become Mrs. Yeagle, and taking three courses in English, one
tantly convinced that there is a practicipnointnient to the G. A. R. fellowship. point was low.
her room mate Lucienne Blanchard. a course in religion and one in education.
ing thief in Sing Sing Prison. Warden cil Office has been made necessary by
Perry and Dow Printers
A
quick
kick
at
the
end
of
the
period
In order to perfect his knowledge of
Mile. Diebold welcomes any student
talented musician, is married to Alva
Lewis E. Lawes has suspended a prison the continued illness of Miss Helen
Abraham
Oarlin
is
continuing
his
surprised
Arnold
and
Janenda
punted
tard pending an investigation into the M. Whitehouse '10, who for nearly English studies at Harvard University. German and to augment his foreign from his 3 yard line. Morin made a Appleby. Lucienne did graduate work to speak to her of affairs in France,
sreinatic disappearance of state- eleven years served as assistant in William Stone is teaching in Hampton, background, he journeyed to Leipsiz nice return to the 15. Gillis plowed last year at Simmons College. Deborah and will appreciate any opportunity to
owned materials from the prison's in charge of the office. Falling on a slip- N H High School and iscoaching the in '94 and pursued a year's study. Re- center for ten yards and Hutchinson Thompson '33, who was noted for her assist students in their French and
trial department. The guard, whose pery sidewalk last February, Miss football team. Robert Kranmer is turning to America, he obtained a po- carried through the same spot for the athletic ability and popularity, became German courses.
name was withheld, supervised the in- Whitehouse broke her leg which con- teaching In the Bloomfield, Conn. High sition as professor of German at John touchdown. Hutchinson s rush for the wife of George Turner '34, Sept. 7
o
at Presque Isle. George was an active
tion of contents ot incoming and fined her tor some weeks to the hos- School. Paul Chase is connected with B. Stetson University in Florida, where point failed.
he
taught
for
a
year
ending
1896.
Folmember of both the band and orpital. She has not recovered as fast the Aetna Life Insurance Co. in the
oing motor trucks.
The last score was also, the work
#
Warden Lawes refused to discuss the as her friends would wish and is still company's Hartford office. Arthur lowing this, he became an instructor of the reserves. Gillis returned a short chestra. In Woodshale, Mass., Arthur
under
the
care
of
physicians.
Miss
it
Fairmount
College,
Wichita,
Kansas.
Frew '34, was united with Venetia
Prison's crime problem, saying any re
Dufllt has a position with the F. W.
punt to Arnold's 30. Frost made ten
mark- might tip off the guilty person Whitehouse is very well known to Woolworth Co. William Scolnik is During his incumbency there, he was yards off tackle, Gillis added nine at Wilder. Mr. Frew is now employed
or persons He also declined to discuss many of the undergraduates, partic- employed by the Montgomery Ward associated with George M. Chase, who center and then carried over from the in the Marine Biological Laboratory in
reports that prison-made products had ularly those who had occasion to go Co.. and William H. Scolnik is studying is now so prominent on this campus; one yard line. Morin's kick was Woodshale.
and had the present Mrs. Chase as a
Ingersoll ex-'38. Wed Easter
appearing recently on a small to the Alumni Office for information. law in Washington. D. C.
blocked.
She was always very co-operative and
member of his classes.
George R. Austin of the class of '33,
•■ ale,
The
outstanding
feature
of
the
game
Walter Norton has a position with
accommodating, and her many friends
former president of the English 4-A
French Instructor at Bates
was not so much the all around power
on the campus greatly regret her con- the General Electric Company. ScheHe came to Bates as a French in- of the Morey first stringers but the Players, wedded Alice S. Goodell, Aunectady,
N.
Y.
Bond
Perry
and
Joy
gust 7 at Dighton. Mass. George is
Q The United States is now engaged in tinued illness.
Dow have entered the printing busi- structor in 1899, and two years later fact that 38 Bates men, the entire now principal of Dighton High School.
o
'—
»ii effort to hasten the recovery of
became professor of German. During squad, saw action with the second,
ness
together.
Frank
Pendleton
is
asAt a chapel wedding June 19th,
business by the application of large
sociated with the Cowan Woolen Com- 1907-08 he again returned to Germany third, and fourth string men outplay- Margaret W. Renwick '32, was mardraughts of easy money. The ambito
study
at
Munich,
and
while
there
ing
Arnold.
The class of '39 will pay tribute to
pany. George Mendall has taken a
ried to Frank W. Linnell. They are
tiousness and daring of the undertakthe memory of "Uncle Johnny" Stanposition as football coach at Mexico made the acquaintance of certain peonow
residing
in
Auburn.
Elizabeth
BATES
(31)
ARNOLD
(0)
'»K would stir the most sluggish ImagHigh School, Mexico. Maine. Kenneth ple with whom he has ever since main- Cook, (Clark, Eaton) le
Seigal of the same class was wed. to ton, beloved Bates professor, on the
ination and give hope that the day was
Bates is teaching in the Damariscotta tained correspondence. When on a
re, Thompson, (Ething) Paul L. Garret, April 27th in New Stanton ride to be held October 6.
approaching when man would control
leave
of
absence
during
the
second
The freshmen will leave the campus
public schools. Charles Toomey is a semester of 1926, Mr. Leonard and his Conant. (Aldrich) It
rt, Carlak Center. Muriel MacLeo '32, and Alvard
"is economic affairs instead of being
teacher and coach in the Athol. Mass.
Stearns '30, were married in Lewiston, Saturday noon by special trolleys which
Robinson, (Taylor, Garrity) lg
'ontrolled by them. But the very inwife
visited
four
of
these
old
friends,
High School. Willard Higgms is.teach. . rg, Oragona, (Tintle) August 18. Martha Briggs also of '32 will take them to Lake Auburn where
tensity of the application of the easy
ing in Scarboro. Maine High School. and this summer, on his vacation tour. Drobosky, (Loomis, Preston, Hatha- recently wed Lewis Haskell, Jr.
the real ride begins.
money cure is also its weakness.
Doctor
Wright
of
our
faculty
called
Evelyn Anthol is caching in Edgarway), c
c. Brown
Among the undergraduate body,
Picnic Lunch
There is ground for real concern over
upon
three
of
them.
Even
more
retown, Mass. Margaret Hoxie Is Mrs. cently, however, Glidden Parker, Jr., McDonough, (Martin, Leon) rg ....
Ingersoll ex-'38, announced his marFrom Lake Auburn the group will
the prospect that easy money will, as
1
lg.
Sin
ilia
Arnold
Adams.
riage
to
Sarah
Patterson
of
Portland,
proceed to the pine grove near the fish
■$5 who will be remembered for his
stimulates business, stimulate a
Thursday afternoon ■■*•**'*£'
which took place last Easter vacation. hatchery where they will have refreshexcellent contributions to the "Gar- Stoddard, (Gautier, Reed) rt
reckless inflation as well.
hare and hound chase which will start
Eves Married
It,
Roberts
ments. After lunch Professor Chase
net,'' and who is spending a year in
from Rand Hall at four-thirty.The
vereil Valicenti is coaching football Vienna, became acquainted with Prof. Weilman, (Dinsmore) re
. le. Joyce
will tell the students something about
destination is unknown but it might
Manning, (Morin, Amrien, Duncan)
Q The executive committee of the Re- be Mount David, it might be the river- •>t Weymouth High School. James Leonard's former companions.
the life of Uncle Johnny and the things
publican National Committee met in
qb
qb, Janenda
Fves who just married Lillian Staples
Modest
and
Highly
Respected
which make his memory so dear to the
-You 're in- e'x-'37 wil1 De employed in a brokerage
Keller,
(Marcus.
Hutchinson,
Zarimba)
Washington last week. As Is frequently bank, it might be.
hearts of those connected with the colMr Leonard is second only to Prof.
vited
for
supper.
There
will
be
sing
rhb. Tadback, (Lewis)
'he case in politics, the most interest- ing and games. Freshmen are espe- office' in New York, following his Robinson in the length of time spent lhb
lege.
There will be a meeting of the
honeymoon. Bryce Smith is studying as a member of the Bates faculty. Had Curtin, (Healey, Frost, King) rhb
ing development of the gathering came
To Inspect Fish Hatchery
invited. A chance to see our
"Student"
Staff
on
Friday
at
1
lhb,
Anderson,
(Izzo)
"ot as part of the order of business at cially
not
Harry
Rowe
been
in
full
possession
country! Its sport being hounds, ana at Yale.
At the conclusion of this speech the
l
P. M. in the ■Student" office at
McCluskey, (Pignone, Gillis) fb
.
'ie formal session but elsewhere.
of
the
facts
concerning
his
birthday
group will inspect the grounds of the
the rear of Chase Hall. All memfb, Guenter
The word was informally passed the hares are really clever in laying
and the strange coincidence previously
fish hatchery and will return to the
bers of the staff should make a
'' 7 6 6 12—31
wound by friends of Herbert Hoover U Valeria Kimball '36, is the chairman
mentioned. Prof. Leonard would never Bates
grove for a period of games.
special effort to be present, and
An opportunity to improve your have mentioned them himself, for he is
Touchdowns: Healey, Curtin, Keller,
Wat he was not a canddiate for the of this affair, with Betty Winston Jb.
Finally the freshmen will return to
all freshmen who are interested
ability to speak in public. A chance to in ingenuously modest man. He in- Hutchinson, Gillis. Points after touch'residential nomination. Instead, these
a cider mill near Lake Auburn where
the trail for the £•*»£": speak at local organizations such as the sists that he has no objection to being downs: Marcus (rush).
in the reporting, business, or
Hoover confidants said, the ex-Presi- laying
Doris Howes '37. for the sophomores
they will have a drink of cider before
managing end of the paper
Rotary Club or Women s Club on subReferee, McDonough, (Maine); um"ent had only two concerns: (1) the
by his sobriquet, but knowing
they have to board the trolleys for the
Stevens '37. for the patot*. ■*" jects of your own choice. Are you in- called
should attend.
pire,.Chapman, (Bowdoin); head linesnomination of a man uncompromising- Betty
him
prohibits,
out
of
common
respect,
Mary Ham '36. for the seniors. Once
trip home.
man, Farrington. (Bowdoin).
ly against the New Deal; (2) the adop- the hounds have arrived, Ellen Bailey terested' If so see Professor Brooks [he use of "Dutchie."
Quimby or David Whitehouse.
v!?,nu of an "anti-Socialist platform," •36, will furnish the entertainment.
«'tb a sound-money plank.
Thief Sought In
Sins Sing

Garnet Squad Recalls 21-19 Win Over New York
University Just Fourteen Years Ago

Grads Of '35 Prof. Leonard Bates Garners
Have Success Feted By Club 31-0 Victory
Finding Jobs On Birthday Over Arnold

Backs Sparkle; Center
Large Number Of Last Head Of German Dept.
Of Line Weak In
Gets Floral Tribute
Year Alumni Are
Opener
From "Verein"
Placed

Bates People French Girl Is
Well Supplied Taking Studies
In Wed-Luck Here This Year

Marriages, Many And Mile. Diebold Is Eager
Novel, Reported, In
To Meet And Talk
Past Summer
With Bates Folks

Stanton Ride
Next Sunday

Freshmen To Go On
Annual Walk To
Lake Auburn

Hares Leave Rand
Thursday Afternoon
Hounds Due To Follow In
Sporting Form Of
Freshmen

Notice!
Student Meeting

i

at
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PAGE 2

is,e«d

THE
BATES STUDENT

5neHundred And Eighty-three
People In Freshman Uass

the funds without th« unnecessary cost of such duplication of

done.
Vet other criticises that have been directed towari tte NYA

be drawn in the sphere of local and state grants, or in Per.s°»a'e"^,;
ments? Such a criticism evidently cannot be backed up b> conclude
proof. The truth that politics and education are not gmj, m.K»
tuckv at least, has been amply demonstrated to the writer Onnumer
ous occasions in the eastern section of the state he, has ^en the mKt
bitter hatreds arise overnight, and often bloodshed ensue ^ea
paltry election of school trustees. \et looking at the United »«»
a whole we can find that one of the three things most disfanet >
American is her democratic school system. Americans are jealous,oi
the encroachments upon her public school system. Certain y „he does
not intend to allow any one group to dominate or shape the, P°'£,e
Wella '3«. Bobert lort "37.
Of her schools. Those who raise such a cry of \\ oil! .*™JJ53f
SPORTS
Samuel I.eard "38. E<1 Curtin -30. ulterior motives, or else they are like the man in the old joke, wen,
I arf
l.ernar.1 MarrTi* ^..n.vron Catlin £*|*gr '
»•
he said it, so it can't be right!"
, ,Herb lyckerinc 3s. Jason Lewi. a(.
There is a great difference between the set-up of student aid tnis
BUSINESS BOAKD
Business Manacer
Advertising Manager year and last, ft is no longer an "emergency" relief for <££*££
Harold Bulley 36 (Tel. 8-H21)
a>
Antone Daarte "36 (Tel
the very name of the new organization seems to look tow ara some
Assistants: Koliort York '37. Dennis'H.-al.v '38, Urban Avery 3
permanent department of this type. The National Youth ^mmistration is supplying a need that was present before the dePre^on;^
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bara G. Kendall, Medford. Mass..
Margaret Kilburn, Elizabeth. MaineRobert B. Kimnach. Wellesle; farms
Mass.; John C. King, So. Hamii„£
states MyK™ Hampshire, New Mass.; Joseph T. King, Bostoi . MilSi;
««W""=*£ New Jer. Earl R. Kinney, Plttsfield. Maine!
graduation last June. Tryoutsfor this Connecticut,
York, Vermont, Oklahoma,
Stephen W. Klonoski. . Torrington'
group have now been completed how
y, and the "^f£*£*** of Conn.; Harold E. Lane. I.-wiSI)n
ever and within the week this bouy se
with a COM
Maine; Miriam Lapworth, Hope<ja|e'
win once more be enlarged to its nor- heads the list
students.
Mass.; Erna E. Larrabee, Aubun,'
mal membership of thirty members.
it
Maine; Stanley R. Leavir. i.yn,
the
A year ago a new policy was in- Fourteen members of
p,even Mass.:
Charles Lilansky. \nbUn;
augurated with respect to the anthems
Maine; Barbara M. Leonarr!. R^
of fhe Choir. Heretofore it had been the
wick, Maine; Ruth A. Lewis. I. vist0ll
dutv of the organization to sing only
Maine; Kenneth R. Libby, Auburn'
one anthem a week, but this has since
Maine: Winifred M. Libby, I.tUeton'
been changed to a requirement of two.
N. H.; Shelton H. Loche. Aubun,'
Hence, we would suggest that you careCharles Lockwood, Ri ,«,
fully mark in your musical diary a few candidates for the degree of A.B.. white Maine;
N Y.; Arthur C. Loomis, Jr.. Agawa*
words to the effect that on each Tues- onlv sixty-five have elected to study Mass.;
T. Lord, Moody Maine-'
day and Friday mornings a special ?or the degree of B.S. A few are yet George Bradley
Lythcott. Tulsa. 0
ion*:
treat is in store for you at the Chapel. undecided as to their choice.
Robert Gordon MacBride Lubec,
The Choir works long and hard at a
Having made many outstanding rec Maine; Lois H. McCleary. Mayaa*
weekly rehearsal held each Monday ords in high schools and college preevening at the Chapel and we desire paratory institutions, the individuals Mass.; John G. McClure. Tai 'iingGai'
vour support in all fields, such as your in this class have promise of accom- Foochow, Fukien, Ohina: Paul F j;,.
undivided attention during the singing plishing very fine results in the college Cluskey, Houlton, Maine; Margery L
one week before.the Usue in &+J&J&K*SjPEmedmt**. Published WedneHartford. Conn.: Pi
as second class
Transylvania cannot be unconcerned or unmoved by these things. or the playing of music.
Member
The members of the class of 1933 McCray,
McElroy, Manchester, N. H.; Claire
day
during
If
we
are
not
recipients
of
aid,
we
are
at
least
participants
in
this
proA
word
of
praise
this
week
to
the
matter it the post office at Lewiston. Maine.
MacLaren, Hyde Park, Mass.; R0I,
a
Dorothy M. Adler, Sanford, Maine; J.
gram. As an individual, you are enabled to build a finer life; as a band. After one rehearsal we thought
lyn
L. MacNish, Hamden. Conn..
Member
i93->
I935
college we are enabled to increase our sphere of usefulness. V\ hat that they did a swell job at the game Robert P. Akers, Weston, Mass.; Ruth Christian K. Madison, Jr., Arlington,
Set Saturday while the team was A. Allen, Auburn, Maine; Robert a.
Ptssocioted Couefttaie Press
will you do with these years of education that your country makes slaughtering Arnold. We are glad to Altaian, Greenwood, Mass.; James Mass.; Luella M. Manter. Hultalo.
Distributor of
Y.; Aunc H. Martikaineu. Harrison,
see Art Axelrod leading this organiza- Aloupis, Lewiston, Maine; Emilia E. N.
possible?
Maine; Jane Martin, Nashua. \\ n_.
tion.
There
is
just
one
little
point,<*
Anderson,
Thomaston,
Maine;
Maurice
America is planting men !
A. Martone, New Haven, Conn.;
criticism that we have to offer Art. We A Barney, East Charleston, Vermont; Roland
thought that you looked a little self Chandler L. Barron, Auburn, Maine; Kenton A. Milligan, Brockt-r ! ...
conscious during a couple of the num- Arthur A. Bates, Melrose, Mass.; Mary Lewis S. Mills, Jr., Winsted. Conn.;
Arnold vs. Bates
bers. Can you remember how Ed G Bertooci, Somerville, Mass.; Robert Edmund J. Moore, Lewiston. Maine;
Small wielded that old baton last year P. Braddicks, New York, New York; Lucy V. Moraug, Pembroke. Maine;
THERE'S A LOT OF LIFE at a football game. That life is keyed
W. Morris, Lorchmai \ v
That is what we want you to do Art Donald E. Bridges, Bangor, Maine; Robert
,0 a I1H1 pitch and in tliat condition it is either very good or very
and all it takes is a little more grape- Austin E. Briggs. Hanover Center, Oran A. Moser, Rocky Hill. CoinErnest
R. Mower, Lewistor. Maine,
nuts You have a fine band there and Mass.; Roy B. Briggs, Lewiston,
had There was some of both at Saturday s game.
William
J. Mynahan, Lewiston, Maine;
there
isn't
any
reason
why
you
Maine:
Walter
W.
Briggs,
Jr.,
LewisS 'cm" the Garnet men win decisively and seeing the coach s
B. Nash, Brockton, Mass.: Roger
ton, Maine; Alfred W. Brown, Jr John
iovi-il exor2sion as his men performed creditably for him were p eas- George Plotica, Bates '33, Begins Series Of Essays shouldn't be proud of the boys.
G.
Nichols,
South Portland. Maine;
Another bit of praise will go to the Spencer, Mass.; Ruth L. Brown, North Milton A. Nixon, Portland. Maine;
SthnS to watch. There was also quite a kick to be gamed from
On Russia In This Issue
Uxbridge,
Mass.;
Barbara
V.
Buker,
Bobcats this week for a fine workout
R. Oney Middlebun. VerSRaTXE Hing Crosby with the wet clothes but far-fromthey gave us at the first Saturday night Shelburne Falls, Mass.; Ruth M. But- William
listen
ler. Taunton, Mass.; Patrick J. Cana- mont ; Pearline M. Paradis. Listen
it,
yet
this
wave
of
"building-up"
penespirit,
who,
hiding
behind
the
cheer-leaders
megaphone
offered
dance
at
the
Gym.
Art
is
also
acting
m
(George
Plotica,
the
author
of
these
wet sj
Whitman, Mass.; Helen E. Carter, Falls, Maine; Chester R. Putet,
articles, IMI horn in Staria-Siniava in trates them whether they are in the the capacity of conductor of this or- van,
Saugus, Mass.; Eugene H. PatYet.
stirrin hillbillv renditions.
of Moscow or on the plains of chestra and we suspect that this is Bar Harbor, Maine; Dorothy A. Cary, Auburn,
Watching two men in the rear of the stands rise and cheer Colb> at southern Russia, in the days of the cltv
Francena Li
Siberia. It is not rebuilding of old where Art shines. Confidentially Art Presque Isle. Maine; Helen E. Cary, Madison, Maine;
Czar
rule.
He
witnessed
the
bloody
N. H.; Lois Philbricl;. Cot
pointless intervals was interesting. The treatment of an injured pbyer 1
factories into new, construction of told us that he had to import a couple Bradford, Mass.; Clifton W. Chisholm,
revolution
of
1918,
saw
his
family's
iresented a
dams and bridges that astonishes of fellows to play at that dance but Cornish, Maine; Eleanor M. Clark, In- cord, N. H.; Ross E. Phipp-. Jr.
f our guards might have been dangerous but certainly present
estates confiscated, and was thoroughly huge
visitor; rather it is the remoulding that this week will see the group of tervale, Maine; William C. Clark, Worcester, Mass.; Albert Piaa
arance. And then there was the Cheney co-ed who asked
trained in Communism by the early the
man to have him think with the men who will really compose the or- Northboro, Mass.; Clyde G. Clough. Mount Vernon, N. Y.; John G. Powen
Soviet schools. In 1925 he came to of
mind but in a different direction, chestra. There will be seven permanent Readfleld, Maine; Fred. Augustus Lewiston, Maine; Caroline M.
this country and undci great handicap same
in different spirit. Specifically to sub- players, only one of which will be a Clough, Auburn. Maine; Margaret C. Poland, Maine; Virginia E. Pump. Eaobtained
the
training
which
secured
^"Ylni'nS'hcin to think we are rambling. We're not so sure that him admittance to Hates in 1930 and stitute collective spirit for individual- Freshman, but we understand that he Coggeshall, New Bedford, Mass.; Eve- Orange, New Jersey; Donald R. Purii
ton, Lisbon Falls, Maine; James E
that isn't the case hut we have a point to make, however rambly. The graduation in '33. Possessed With this ism. How this came about, how much is good and Howe. Don't forget that lyn M. Copeland. Thomaston, Conn.; Reid. Maiden, Mass.; Herbert R
is accomplished, your author will try this group only had one rehearsal be- William D. Crosby, Jr., Naugatuck.
d
are
some
of
the
not-objectionable
things
we
unusual
background
of
personal
expersix-cific details mentJOne
explain in the ensuing articles in fore playing and we'll wager that in the Conn.: Donald Curtis, Gardner, Mass.; Lancaster, Mass.; Raymond N. Reiiard.
ience and also more than ordinary to
noticed Other performances were quite the contrary.
this paper.
next month you won't be able to tell Harold D. Cushman, Jr., Roxbury, Lewiston, Maine; Neil M. Ri. i Eastpower
of
observation
and
expression,
Early Recollections
It is unfortunate that individuals have to be singled out for criticism
them from an orchestra such as Guy Mass.; Priscilla W. Davis, Maiden, port, Maine; Roy E. Richards*
Mr. Plotica is highly qualified to give
Although I was too young to re- Lombardo's, well, barely able anyway. Mass.; Marita J. Dick, Worcester, Canaan, Conn.; Sherwood 1). Richer.
but generalities don't strike metal. There were two men of 39 (there was us interesting and informative articles
much of the Czar Nicholas'
Mass.; Jean R. Dickson. Barre, Mass.; East Lynn, Mass.; Edward M. Hideout.
a third one .inoffensive) who for some reason gave the a,»,learance; of on the present and past state of his member
weak rule and have been living in this
Leighton A. Dingley, Auburn, Maine; South Berwick, Maine; Fred L. Riley.
native land. They will appear at irreg- country for the last ten and a half
believing that those in the grandstand were more interested in their litt
Maurice S. Dodge, East Boothbay, Lewiston, Maine; Ruth M. I! ibbhu,
"entities" and -hot-stuff remarks than in the footba 1 game. One would ular intervals in later STUDENTS.
years,
I
have
followed
the
events
and
Maine; Frederick W. Downing, Au- Wilton, Maine; Estelva L. Rollins,
—Ed's Note) developments in my native country
sav "Oh veah" and the other would counter with the Go jump m a lake
burn,
Maine; Richard E. Du Wors, Alton, N. H.; Harold F.Roth.Roslindale.
By George Plotica
with
interest.
In
the
last
few
months
Dorchester,
Mass.; Eleanor D. Eames. Mass.; Mildred J. Rowbotham. Lewisiui.l the first would come right lack with another "Oh yeah and then they
The dark war clouds are hovering there have been several men of RusKittery,
Maine;
Edwin R. Edwards, ton, Maine; Esther B. Rowe. LewisMB,
would have a little pusharound. All was done with loud voices and in the over the world in general and Europe sian origin who visited Russia as
Jr., Rockland, Maine; Irene E. Ed- Maine; Robert G. Sawyer, New Lon
in particular. Even before this issue tourists and from them I have obtained
prominent position at the railing in front of the grandstand.
wards, Auburn, Maine; Robert Arthur don, N. H.; Russell E. Sawyer. Turner
la in print the war between Italy and
There was another individual who insisted on cheering out affec- Ethiopia may be in full progress. such information as one cannot find in
Elliott, East Rochester, N. H.; George Center. Maine; Edward Scolnik. Lewisthe papers or receive from a tourist
M. Ei-urn, Shrewsbury. Mass.; Henry ton, Maine: Reuben Scolnik, 1^
tionate nick-names to his "buds" on the field at least every half-minute
The Part of Russia
who speaks not the language. Like Though The Rain Pat- M. Farnum, Lewiston, Maine; Bertha Maine; Barbara S. Seamon, l.<
111
view
of
this
it
is
well
to
consider
We have no opiiosition to cheering but Saturday's crowd was small and
every European born, from childhood
M. Feinenian, Rochester, N. H.; Jo- Maine; Sherman G. Shapiro. Auburn.
thereby relatively silent so that the constant loud yelling of any one what part Russia, a country occupying politics and economic questions were
tered, It Really
seph O. Fisher, Lewiston, Maine; Hope Maine; Isabel Simpson, Albany. X. V:
one-sixth of earth's crust, will play fed to me along with my food, only
individual was bound to make him unpleasantly conspicuous. We hardly in the event of war. But before we
F. Flanders, Chilmark, Mass.; Eugene Madelene D. Sise. Lewiston. Maine:
with greater abundance, as there was
Didn't Matter
S. Foster, Groveton, N. H.; Irving Eleanor F. Smart, Portland. Maine;
believe that the cheerer-in-question's motive was to spur the team on to can understand the Russian position often
shortage of food but never of poFriedman, Lewiston. Maine; Robert Roberta E. Smith, Bangor. Maine:
victory single-handedly if need be. At any rate it gave the appearance of we must look into Russian history, her litical teachers during the Russian upFuller, Augusta, Maine; Lawrence D. Joyce Smith, Lewiston, Maine: Leon
people, their work in the past under heaval of 1917 and on. With training
Though "the rain pittered pattered, Gammon. Norway. Maine; Trenor F. E. Smith, Oxford, Maine; Kenneth
being anything hut that.
the rule of the holy tzars, and in the of that nature one cannot but follow
Somehow, we always have the notion that when the foundation tor present under much unholy comit really didn't matter" to Lillian
Jr., Dighton, Mass.; Raymond Suowe, Auburn, Maine; Edward Stanthe events in the world in general and Staples ex-'37 and James Eves '35, who Goodell,
conspicuousness is not evident there is likely to l>e no foundation at all. munists with Stalin at the head.
E. Gove, Brewer, Maine; Eleanor M. ley, Jr., Berlin, N. H.; Sadie E. St<
his
native
land
in
particular,
as
well
To read about Russia is nothing new. as the activities of Stalin, Hitler, were married in the Bates Chapel on Habgood, Milldale, Conn.; Dorothy R. Lewiston, Maine; Francis N. Stewart.
We feel that the person of merit and deserved prominence will achieve
articles have been written by Mussolini and other bad boys of the Saturday, September twenty-eighth at Harms, Lewiston, Maine; Carl C. Hay- Worcester, Mass.; Evelyn M. Stinchhis due position in a deserved and natural manner—without yelling or Many
tour P. M.
distinguished visitors with titles and European
den, Jr., Manchester, N. H.; John W. field, Lisbon, Maine; Ruth T. Stoehr.
politico-economic stage, even
showing off for it. May those whom we have just mentioned realize this. Tiot-so-dlstinguished-escaped prisoners
Midst the quiet dignity of candles Hayne, Tarrytown, New York; David Lewiston, Maine; Madene L. Sweeney.
though
an
ocean
width's
distance
from
We do not honestly doubt tliat there may really be something in which of G. P. U. While most writers disand potted ferns, the young couple E. Hennessy, Cherry Valley, Mass.; Kittery, Maine; Francis H. Tapper.
the scene of activity.
were united by President Clifton D. John A. Hennessy, Jr., Cherry Valley, Waban, Mass.; John E. Vaka. Webster,
thev are proficient and merit commendation. However, it will never be agree in the detailed description of the
Next
week's
article
will
contain
a
in Russia, they all, however,
Mass.; Marjorie A. Hewes, Hallowell, Mass.; Doris E. Wagg, Auburn. Maine;
Gray.
.gained by resorting to the prominence seeking methods of the two-year old. activity
few
of
my
earliest
and
most
stirring
seem to agree that something colossal
The bride's dress of white satin, Maine; Jean F. Hilliard, Fall River, Dana E. Wallace, Lisbon, Maine: to"
As we started to say, there's lots of life at a football game; some good is going on. Many of them do not see recollections of the Imperial Russias.
fashioned with a high neck and a loiiR Mass.; David B. Howe, Lynn, Mass.; S. Warren, Lewiston, Maine: Norms
and some bad—at least, we think so.
train flowing from the shoulders, was Melvin D. Hurwitz, Brookline, Mass.: Watkins, Townsend. Mass.;
stunning in its simplicity. With it she Helen R. Holmes, Brockton, Mass.; Webster, Auburn. Maine: Dorothy Bwore a tulle veil edged with deep lace, Priscilla Houston, Brewer, Maine; Weeks, Framingham, Mass.; John kand carried a bouquet of white roses Dana W. Hull, Lewiston, Maine; Wal- Wellman, Auburn, Maine: Lois Aand lilies of the valley. The two brides- den C. Irish, Medford, Mass.; Royal WelLs, Cos Cob, Conn.; Lionel ASIXTY-FIVE YEARS AGO last Friday a boy was born in Brookmaids, Ruth Purington of West Bow- Jefferson, Mechanic Falls, Maine; Al- Whiston. Jr.. Fitchburg. Mass ; Arth"i
lyn. New York and christened Arthur Newton Leonard. Last
doin and Edith Jordan, who is a senior bert B. Jerard. Newbury. Vermont; G. Wilder, Presque Isle. Maine: W^
at Bates this year, wore rust-colored Frank H. Jewett, West Buxton, Maine; F. Williams, Worcester, Mass.: Ah*
Friday he began his thirty-sixth year on the instruction staff of our
crepe frocks and contrasting brown Leonard Jobrack, So. Norwalk, Conn.; ander F. Williamson, Qnincy Ma»'
college. The coincidence of birthday and opening of classes is
velvet turbans and belts. Their flowers William R. Johnson, Hallowell, Maine; Dwight R. Wood, Hartford Conn-;
striking but the man himself is the reason for our present considerawere single rust-colored chrysanthe- Hoosag Kadjperooni, Lewiston, Maine;
mums with matching ribbon. The maid Betty Kelly, East Wareham, Mass.; John Woodbury, So. Portia:: Main*
of honor, Jean Bangs of Brunswick, Fred L. Kelley, Gardiner, Maine; Bar- Gilbert L. Woodward, Gorhnm. M«h»
We are not given to sprinkling rose petals in these columns. We do
was dressed in a similar frock of green.
not feel that our honest tribute to Dr. Leonard on his birth anniversary
Her hat and belt were of a deeper chrysanthemums tied with yellow ribcan be considered as violating that principle. We would have our comment
green velvet, and she carried yellow bon.
recognized for what it is—a sincere appreciation of a man who has chosen
The groom and ushers had boutonnieres of single white rosebuds. Edto use his life for the cultivation of qualities which make one agreeable
Two morals brought to Ihi
ward Paul '35, a member of Mr. Eves'
and welcome in this not-always-so-agreeable business of living.
HOME LAUNDERING class,
by "The Tufts Weekly."
acted as best man.
It is not strange that even those of us who know him only slightly
AT REASONABLE PRICES
After a week's honeymoon up the
No. 1
should somehow sense and recognize at the first meeting the attitudes of
Hudson River to the Catskill MounMRS.
FRED
GARLAND
Here lie the bones of
decent thought fulness and simplicit naturalness which have made him a
tains, Mr. and Mrs. Eves are planning
Eliphilas Grey.
27 Vale Street
on returning to Chebeague Island to
most-well-recalled memory of Bates alumni.
Who died maintaining
(Between Wood and Nichols)
live with the groom's parents until
If we can in some measure appreciate and strive to absorb the attrihis right of w;i>
they make a home of their own.
butes of those whom we see to have made their business of living not a
He was right, dead ri--'11
as he motored along.
task but a privilege pleasant to themselves and those around them, we are
But he's just as di
sure to profit in the dividends of good living, therefor, we feel that our
as if he were wrong.
slight tribute to one of these who is in our midst, is well justified.
No. 2
1:111k
My bonnie looked into the
AMERICA LOOKS BEYOND THE
and lit a match to see
If there were any gas in '
. I
LE\N YEARS
165 Middle Street, Portland, Maine
Oh. bring back my boi
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Russian-Born Bates Grad To
Write Articles For Student

Eves-Staples
Wed In Chapel

" On A Sixty-fiftk Bir

The College World...

MORALS

Fred. L Tower Companies

(The following editorial i« an intelligent sizing-up of the new Youth
Administration (replacing the former FERA) by Richard Godfrey, Editor of the
"Crimson Rambler", student newspaper of Transylvania College, Lexington,
Kentucky. Editor's Note).

IF YOU WISH to plan for a year, plant grain. If you wish to plan
for ten years, plant trees. If you wish to plan for a hundred years,
plant men.—Chinese proverb.
It is not an unusual thing for Youth to have dinned into its ears
that "you are the citizens of tomorrow!" and various other like admonitions, but it is unusual for the youth of America to see the special
effort being made by the Federal Government to help the youth of
our land meet those obligations in a more satisfactory manner.
Although beset with the stupendous problem of providing employment and relief for her needy millions, America has had the good
sense to look beyond the "lean" years. Our national administrators
have had the wisdom to prevent the loss to hundreds of thousands of
our youth of those years of preparation for a more abundant life of
civic service.
Approximately four hundred thousand high school, college, and
graduate students are privileged to pursue their studies, when it
would have been impossible for them to do so without this aid from
the Federal Government. In the short space of four or five years there
has been added to the intangible wealth of the nation a million years
of education! And at the comparatively insignificant cost of only
fifty million dollars per year!
There have been numerous criticisms of the National Youth
Administration, some of them well-grounded, but others inspired only
by a narrow, selfish partisanship. Several critics wonder why a special
division of workers needed to be organized when the regular federal
and state departments of education might just as easily have admin-
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BATES STUDENTS
Drop in between class"

"One Picture Tells as Much as Ten Thousand Words"

Shutters click . . . flashlights flare . . .
cameramen are "Johnny on the spot"
wherever and whenever anything of
interest to the college student happens
. to bring to the Editor of Collegiate
Digest three thousand pictures every month
. • . . but of course it is only possible to
bring you the best of these . . * . in
addition to the numerous collegiate features appearing exclusively in Collegiate
Digest every week with

tirije Pate* &tubent

FLANDERS
Smart Clothes - Exclusive Furnishings
Nunn-Bush Shoes
Phone 876

.

AUBURN, MAINE

TED WELLMAN-Age„,8-MIKE DROBOSKY
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Athletic Association
FALL SCHEDULES
1935
OFFICIALS
Football
David B. Morey, Coach
Leslie Spinks, Ass't. Coach
David C. Whitehouse, Mgr.
Robert M. York, Ass't. Mgr.
Cross-Country
C. Ray Thompson, Coach
Paul B. Tubbs, Captain
Randall E. Webber, Mgr.
George J. Spencer, Ass't. Mgr.
VARSITY

Debaters Picked
Girls Of '39
To Meet Middlebury On Oct. II Must Follow
Prof.

Quimby, Metz, Floyd
And Stewart Make
Two-Day Trip

On Thursday morning, October 10th,
Professor Brooks Quimby, William
Metz '37, Paul Stewart -38. and Lawrence Floyd '37 will leave the campus
to journey to Middlebury, Vermont.
Thursday evening the Bates debaters
will meet the Middlebury debating
team. The question which will be debated is: Resolved: that the Several
States Should Enact Legislation Providing for a System of Complete Medical Service Available to All Citizens at
Public Expense. Bates will uphold the
negative of this question.
On Friday, October 11th, the team
will travel to Concord. N. H. where it
will debate with the University of Vermont before the N. H. State Teachers'
Convention. This debate will be conducted in the Oregon Style.

MMUM
NEWS

Strict Rules

Undergo Much Severer
Penalties Than Do
Freshmen Men

Warmest Day
Warmest Hour
Coldest Day
Coldest Hour

WEATHER
Year
(79.37) (July 24)
(92.00) (July 5, 12)
(—4.66) (Jan. 27)
. (—25.0) (Jan. 28)

Month
(64.38) (Sept. 5)
(80.00) (Sept. 19, 26)
(4G.83) (Sept. 28)
(37.00) (Sept. 24)

FORECAST RECORD
October 10, 1924 to June 20 1935
By Betty Winston
In extending its welcome to Uie
freshman class, this column feels that
it is fitting also to explain its purpose
in this newspaper. Through the medium of the Intercollegiate News the
"Student" hopes to acquaint members
of the Bates Campus with the incidents and anecdotes which occur on
other college campuses with the chief
emphasis being on the humorous and
original aspects of the other institutions of learning.
"The Campus Chat" of Denton.
Texas, announces to the new students
of the college that all who thumbed
rides to-town via the police car should
be interested to know that no physical
education credit is given for work done
in the city park in the process of working out a fine—a noble idea.

904^

181,

83-c

. S^r^S^lrl^ day. weather and precipitation
For Tnro^ation of the new students we repeat an earlier "tatement
If more than 0.01 inch of rain falls the day is arainy day "*•">*"
of the amount of time during the day that has been fair. A fair day
means less than 0.01 inches of rain.
Weather
Average Maximum Minimum
fair
44
58
49.63
September 23
fair
37
56
•IS.88
September 24
fair
50
70
58.83
September 25
fair
53
80
65.46
September 26
fair
48
70
59.75
September 27
0.70 inches rain
46
48
46.83
September 28
0.30 inches rain
44
62
51.25
September 29

Last spring the Student Government
Board appointed a rules committee
under the guidance of Eleanor Glover,
'36. chairman, to review the rules of
Score
the organization affecting the women
Bates Opp.
of the college. Since the new constituArnold
at
Lewiston
31
0
28
tion is less than a year old, few changes
Sept.
New
York
University
at
New
York
were made except in the wording of
5
Oct.
such as evidently lacked clearness.
Dartmouth at Hanover
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA
Oct. 1-'
+ or —
However, it is recommended that upTo date
Average
Boston
University
at
Boston
19
Oct.
perclassmen at least read over the conUniversity of Maine at Lewiston
Temperature
stitution before the annual rule test.
+ 1.76
59.112
Ocl 26
60.87
September
In addition to the freshman rules as
I
Bowdoin
at
Brunswick
+ 149.60
46.32
46.87
Nov.
Year, 1935
stated
in
the
Blue
Book,
freshmen
are
Nov. 11 Colby at Waterville
Precipitation (in inches)
expected to abide by the following reg+ 1.94
3.67
5.61
• » * * •
September
Nov. 16 Holy Cross at Worcester
ulations:
+ 1.84
32.43
34.27
FRESHMEN
1. Freshman women are not perFor
vear,
1935
"The real value of a man is to be
mitted
to
coedueate
before
ThanksNoteFelix
Semeli
and
Antone
Duarte
will
forecast
the
weather
until
gauged by the yardstick of his hisOct. 18 Hridgton Academy at Lewiston
giving.
further notice. See them about picnics and hikes.
Maine
Central
Institute
at
Lewiston
R
N'o\
a. No riding, walking, or convers- °Thus did leaders of a group ot co-eds
VARSITY
ing with a Bates man any- at Stanford this week explain their
where on campus or in the choice of young Senator Rush Holt
Score
twin cities.
over such personalities as Clark Gable,
Bates Opp.
b. No entertaining.
Max Baer and other-well known hec. No telephoning.
men" in a popularity poll.
Oct. 12 Colby at Waterville
• * » • *
Student Government To Hold
d. No dates of any kind.
(let. I I Xorthe? stern at Boston
(Coeducational rules do not apply at
As the
the signing
AS
LUC result
icow... of
"—
— of a
State
Meet
at
Lewiston
"Orientation"
Party
26
Oct.
the Saturday night dances or on spe- legislative bill by Governor Frank r
New
Englands'
at
Boston
cial occasions when it is so posted.)
Merriam, the word "teachers this fall
11
2. Freshman women must be in has been dropped from the name of
Plans are on foot for the annual
Stunt Night given by the transfers their rooms with lights off at 10:00 state colleges throughout California- Libby MacDonald Handled Girls Of *39 Welcomed By
and Freshman women, under the aus- P. M. (Saturday 11:00 P. M.) each please note Mr. Kendall.
Thorncrag Hike Of
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
• • * • •
pices of Student Government. In order night until Thanksgiving.
Last Sunday
3.
Throughout
the
entire
year
A
young
men's
paradise—the
UniAt Girls' Gym
to have a more organized program this
year, all the stunts will pertain to Freshmen must show respect for and versitv of North Dakota—The Senior
This
week
Harold
Bailey
of
the
Bates
Prom"
Committee
recently
ruled
that
courtesy
to
upperclassmen.
different aspects of college life. Each
Freshman women were welcomed to
Outing Club announced the Fall trips
a. Freshmen hold doors for upper- no corsages could be worn.
dormitory and the town girls' group
Bates by the annual Fireside Frolicwhich
are
to
be
held
to
open
the
year's
classmen
on
all
occasions.
A
unit
of
fourteen
girls
will
enter
will present one of these, and will also
presented by the cabinet members ot
an inter-class basis, forensics have ad- be responsible for a musical number.
By John Leard
b. Freshmen rise when an upper- Mount Holyoke this week as members program.
the Y. W. C. A. in the Women's Locker
On
October
5th
and
6th
four
or
five
vanced
now
to
an
inter-mural
footing,
classman
enters
a
dormitory
of
a
new
two-unit
study
plan.
Each
The
program
will
be
given
Friday
eveHidd.ii inconspicuously away in the
Building on September 24.
of
the
men
of
the
college
will
journey
and
give
indications
of
further
progor
a
reception
room.
girl
will
be
allowed
to
choose
two
submidst of the freshman class is a tall,
ning in the Little Theater.
Through the medium of games in
to
"C"
Bluff
to
complete
the
blazing
Freshmen
allow
upperclassmen
jects
to
which
she
will
give
the
major
ress
soon.
In
charge
of
the
stunts
are:
Mary
nujet and interesting chap whose prep
and "bushing out" of the trail to the small groups the women were given
to
enter
the
dining
room
portion
of
her
time—that
must
have
Abromson
'■36,
town
girls;
Eleanor
Jack
expresses
a
real
love
for
China.
ahool is listed as Shanghai American
opportunity to become acquainted with
originated from the mind of a pro- summit that was started this summer. one another. Each group then put on a
first.
School. Shanghai, China, and who In correcting a popular misconception, Dearden '38, Cheney; Margaret AnTheir other job will lie to paint on blue
When
waiting
to
enter
the
dinfessor.
drews
'37,
Whittier;
Priscilla
Jones
he
claims
that
Shanghai
is
"a
bit
of
d.
iirinss i.) Bales a practical knowledge
» » » » •
blazes which is the sign used on the short skit representative of each coming room Freshmen do not
and concern over Chinese schools and everything," and is in general "not so '38, Milliken; Margaret Melcher '37,
other Appalachian Trails. Harold mittee of the "Y" cabinet. Refreshcome
above
the
first
landing
Frye
Street;
Ida
Miller
'38,
Hacker;
Hiram
College
has
a
peculiar
getmuch
oriental
as
Europe
and
Ameriments, consisting of punch and cooki ■ - affairs.
of the front stairs.
acquainted custom. The girls have the Bailey. '36, George Morin, '39, Fred ies, were served by cabinet members.
Though Jack McClure, the student ca." Although the dominating part of Evelyn Jones '38, and Helen Wood,
Martin,
'37,
and
Doctor
Sawyer
were
e. Freshmen allow upperclassmen privilege of inviting the boys to their
Mrs. C. D. Gray welcomed the in|D question, has been in the United the foreign population is English and 38, Chase.
to precede at all times; not- dormitorv rooms for one hour the first the ones who started the job just prior coming members and also pointed out
American, nearly all countries are well
5tatw tor only a short time, he has
to
the
opening
of
school.
ably when leaving the din- afternoon of school; then the men play
the significance of "Y" work.
already lound a peculiar similarity be- represented. Fu Chow, his "home
Tumbledown Trip
ing room.
hosts to the women for a similar length
In addition to the Freshman women,
tween the programs both scholastic town," is about 500 miles south of
f. Freshmen put their coats and of time. What—no traditions?
On Sunday of the same week a co- many faculty women and members ot
and extra-curricular of the schools here Shanghai and gives a great opportu*
•
«
»
»
wraps
on
the
gym
balcony
in
educational
trip
to
Mt.
Tumbledown
the Y. W. C. A. cabinet were present.
and in Shanghai. His own school is an nity for big-game hunting. Fishing is
Rand at meal time.
Fordham College offers the follow- will be made. This expedition last year The program was in the charge of
American missionary enterprise, sim- also a favorite sport, and the locality
proved
most
successful,
so
it
is
hoped
h.
Freshmen
may
not
act
as
ing suggestions on how to act like a
Ruth Jellison. vice president.
ilar ,„ several British institutions. is used as a summer resort by some.
that many more members of the Outing
hostesses in the dining room senior.
Somewhat under the supervision ot "Or. if you don't want to hunt big
Club
wilt
go
this
year
to
have
a
good
at
luncheon
or
dinner.
1. Remain cynically disinterested
stone '36. Walter Rodgers '37, George
missionaries and indirectly supported game," Jack suggested, "you can join
i. Freshmen act as water pourers ami a trille bored in the face of all time.
Morin '37, Edith Milliken '36, Randall
by lUnericana, the Shanghai American the Nationalist Army and shoot ComA
week
after,
another
co-educational
in
the
dining
room.
enthusiasm.
Webber '36. William Metz '37, Ruth
School serves as a prep school for col- munists" to which he added, "You Peter Bcrtocci And Robert
group
will
leave
for
Old
Spec
Mountain
Freshmen
are
responsible
for
all
2.
Wear
your
dress
shirt
at
least
Springer '37, Evelyn Jones '38, Harriet
leges both in China and in the United won't get arrested for that."
McGee Are New Men
rules printed in the Blue Book.
six times before having it laundered. with the final trip of the Fall being Durkee '37, Priscilla Walker '36, and
Interested in Radio
planned for the 19th to Sabattus. As Elizabeth Winston '36.
5.
Freshmen
must
keep
the
teleThis
will
avoid
the
starchy,
uncomOn
Faculty
' Shanghai itself is the home city of
Since living in Shanghai, McClure has
phone hours which are assigned to fortable look which underclassmen al- many know the Bates Outing Club
The chape rones for the afternoon
two large universities. Both of these acquired a wanderlust spirit and "can't
maintains the Henry Rich Cabin in were Dr. and Mrs. Thomas, Mr. and
them.
ways possess.
institutions have a high-ranking and sit still." Now that he is almost exTwo new faces appeared in the Bates
6. Freshmen bibs must be worn for
3. Never be seen in public with more this town. It will give you a splendid Mrs. Harry W. Rowe, Miss Dora RobBorne of them serve as the training actly half way around the world from faculty when school opened last week. one week beginning September 27.
than two textbooks. Besides being dis- opportunity to see this cabin, have a erts, and Dr. Edwin Wright were
school tor some of the teachers in the his father and mother, who have been Robert Earle McGee of Memphis. Tenn..
To the class of '39 let it be said that tinctly the wrong thing it has a de- ride on the Sabattus specials which go
schools ami colleges there. Other teacn- Chinese missionaries for seventeen fills the vacancy left by the resignation freshmen rules form an important part moralizing effect on men In the lower by the campus, besides a hike and a guests. The attendance including upperclassmen was 175—200.
. n are for the most part Amencan- years, he hopes to fulfill his desjre tor of Mrs. Mabee. English instructor: and of the unforgettable memories of col.
... good supper.
etmati I <'iiiii>"se or missionaries some travel by continuing on to Germany, Peter Anthony Bertocci of Somerville, lege life. The Intent is not to make the classes.
On
the
first
Sunday
of
the
year
the
4. Stop wearing white shoes at least
of shorn conduct courses in Mandarin, where he may continue his education. Mass.. takes the place of Howell Lewis, yearling feel inferior: Some such reg- before the end of January.
Bates Outing Club had a hike to
the reel in English.
With that goal in mind, he intends to assistant professor of Psychology, who ulations even have intrinsic value in
5. Treat juniors with disdain, sopho- Thorncrag with many of the Freshmen
cram as much German as possible into left to complete his work for a Ph. D. helping a student adjust herself and mores with condescension, and fresh- being shown the local hut which is
Played Football
by
this organization.
get off to the best possible start. All men with a boredom—which will prob- maintained
The curriculum in courses includes his program, but his major is going to degree at Harvard.
INC.
Groups left from in front of Hatliorn
McGee Rhodes Scholar
should be taken in the spirit in which ably be mixed with envy.
many subjects given here. but. even m be Physics.
To
run
a
radio
station
in
Shanghai,
Hall
with
upper-classmen
in
charge.
thev
were
meant,
by
upperclassmen
as
Mr
McGee,
born
in
South
Carolina,
193
MIDDLE
STREET
- :hools, McClure said, Chinese History
The committee of handlers was Elizaand United States History are among where there are now four American went to England as a Rhodes Scholar well as by freshmen. Cooperation is motor-car manufacturer?
"It is easy to talk in platitudes about beth MacDonald '37. Constance Redthe required courses. Of course Man- stations and some British ones, seems from Tenn. after receiving his B. A. necessary in any undertaking.
SHIRT WORK A
a liberal education, but every employer
darin is given by the universities and to be McClure's ambition, for radio is degree from Southwestern University
The Student Government Board will or labor knows that the possession of
SPECIALTY
schools there, and is now being ac- coming into great popularity there and, in 1929, and while at Queens College,
a good academic record is absolutely
cepted lor admission by some Ameri- as in the States, is being mn on a Oxford, was a member of the honor meet Wednesday, October 2.
profitable
financial
basts.
no
guarantee
that
commercial
success
o
■—
can colleges including Stanford.
THE BARBER
All in all. he considers Shanghai a
AGENT
Dr.' Bertocci is a native of Elena,
As h,re. Shanghai schools have a
will follow.
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
FOR
•T
was
tempted
to
wonder
whether
definite and systematized competitive. place well worth seeing- "If anyone Italy but came early with his parents
Bournemouth.
England—College
men
RICHARD
LOOMIS, '37
sports program, which is surprisingly ever has an opportunity to get a job to America. Graduating from Somer- are too diffident and refined to make an education which continued into the
EDS AND CO-EDS
liki oars. Last year at school. McClure on a boat going to Shanghai, he should ville High School with honors, he en- good salesmen, in the opinion ol early twenties does not tend to fuddle
CHASE HALL
plavcd on the. varsity football team, go He would never regret it." He tered B U. as a member of the National Charles C. Knights, an English busi- the mind rather than sharpen the
thinks that one would be somewhat at Honor Society. Here he concentrated on
wits,"
he
concluded.
IJIU a conscientious sense of duly to
ness executive who addressed a meetstudies will keep him from reporting home there though, because, as he puts Philosophy and Psychology, graduating ing of sales managers here recently.
it "Shanghai American School is just in 1931 with distinction in Philosophy
for the Bates frosh team.
"For 99 per cent of salesmen in their
Football, he said, is only being re- a'bit of the good old U. S. A. stuck m and as a member of Phi Beta Kappa. dailv work, the university man has no
Appointed an Augustus Howe Buck advantage over the secondary school.
i in Shanghai now since better the middle of China."
o
Scholar in his junior year and later a boy" he believes. "What use is a
Hies for inter-school competition
Fellow he used this educational fund knowledge of Latin or Greek, or higher
l>oen provided, although it was Buy New Equipment
there and at Harvard where he received mathematics, to a salesman who is
h oduced there several years ago.
That Often It Isn't a Student's Brain bnt his Pen
"S eer is plaved until a ridiculously
For Bates Commons his M. A. in 1932.
selling soap to a small shopkeeper—
Dr. Bertocci Phi Betta Kappa
late date," he explained, adding that
or for that matter,jjglllng steel to a
that Rnns Dry-eanses Failnre-in Classes and Exams!
The next three years were spent in
it gol pretty cold but hardly ever
None
but
the
new
student
could
ired there. Soccer, he said, is the have tailed to recognize the vast im- study for a Ph. D. in Philosophy from
major early-Winter sport, and is re- provement in the seating equipment B U and the fourth year he wrote his
So he invented this sacless Vacumatic, and Parker engineered it to perfection-gave it
placed by basketball when low mer- at the Commons. Miss Dora E. Roberts, doctoral dissertian at the University of
"9 JiJateg Urabition"
curies cause the confining of athletics the dietitian, has succeeded m bring- Cambridge, England, obtaining his deMX more Ink Capacity-made its Ink Level VISIBLE, so it suddenlycan t go empTy
to an indoor program. As here, the ing about long needed improvement in gree from B. U. in June, 1935.
Both instructors are extended a
girfs „re primarily concerned with neia facilities; for a hundred ami forty
hearty greeting by the student body,
li.'" key, but in Shanghai the game is
have already arrived with eight- and asked to feel at home on the Bates
SA Y IT WITH ICE CREAM
Played in winter: no ice hockey is chairs
listed. Vollev ball, track, baseball, ana een new tables on the way as a first Campus.
other American pastimes are also Ma- installment.
The chairs in particular have caught
tured'in the school programs wltn
CALL
Hack and soccer as the most pronn- the eye of many a user, and are ex•ipnt in the competitive schedules, pected to remain serviceable much
riiich are arranged between native longer than did the old ones. Miss
! iiools. missionary schools, and be- Roberts is further meeting the needs
FOR REAL COURTEOUS
of an up-to-date dining hall by replacMveen the groups themselves.
TAXI SERVICE
ing with a modern pattern the oiu
Dancing Popular in China
LEWISTON, - MAINE
Dramatics overshadow debating as dishes as l.liev gradually disappear.
t'i.- "extra-curricular activity for the
ii tellectuals. The three upper classes
THE BLUE LINE
in Jack's prep school present one play
LEWISTON - RUMFORD - FARMINGTON
apiece each year, and in addition to
„1Pre is an annual all-school pro^WsAjTSSl A. M.. 1:30 P. M.. 5:00 P.M.
diution. A statement that they go
L
7-35RAMM.°9S5A.M...:20P.M..4:50P.M.
for dancing as much there as here
LV
AI ,,
T N
explained the student's social program.
7i A \S . ^ A M-.l:«P.M..4:«P.M.
Debating, however, has been lntroand is taking hold well. From

New Girl Students
Plan Stunt Night

Freshmen Femmes
Fall Trips Of
Frisk Fitly For
Outing Club
Fireside Frolic
Are Announced

Jack McClure '39 Tells
Of His Life In China

Two New Teachers
Join Bates Staff
For Present Year

Judkins Laundry

BILL

A COLLEGE PROFESSOR DISCOVERED

4040

George A. Ross

GOES WHERE THE
DOLLARS ARE

n

iir

/^l

\W

Registered Druggist

R.

W.

C>jL>/\.jMV

Pure Drugs and Med.c.nes

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
LEWISTON, MAINE
Compliment* of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

w

AUBURN

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
LEWISTON, MAINE

Advertisements today must contact bu>mg
dollars - - not merely baying desires. 1 hey
must mingle with purchasers rather than just
JS" They must meet orders not hoarders or circulation.
Space buyers must peek into purses.
700 Bates college men and women fibers have thousands of potential dollars at
their disposal each year.
At Bates, the STUDENT goes where the
dollars are --- It sells when sellmg U
difficult.

tes
TS
AN AGGRESS.VE COLLEGE -'PER IN '
SIXTY-THIRDYEAROrClRCULAT,ON

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

YES, a scientist on the faculty of
the University of Wisconsin was
amazed to find how pens that run
out of ink slow down classes, demoralize thinking, and bring marks
that no student wantsao write home
about.
His observations led to the birth of
the revolutionary Parker Vacumatic.
This miracle pen writes 12,000 words

"Parker

■^m-VACUMA TIC^^

tuMANTifo mmmtmna tmma
Junior, »5
jgfk Pencili, J2.50,
Ov*r-Si«, $10 \fjj0 13.50 and J5
Copy N'o. 3372— (Dcpt. 712)

from a single filling—shows when it e
running low—tells when to refill!
Any good store selling pens will
show you how the Parker Vacumatic
eliminates 14 old-time parts, including the lever filler and rubber ink sac
found in sac-type pens.
And due to this, it has
double room for ink, without increase in size.
But don't think that
sacless pens containing
squirt-gun pumps are like
Parker/spatented Vacumatic This new creation
contains none of these.
That's why it's CUARANTKKII M K<: I! A NIC ALLY
PERFECT!

Go and try writing two different
ways with its Reversible Point—solid
Gold combined with precious Platinum—skilfully fashioned to write on
both sides—slightly turned up at the
tip so it cannot scratch or drag, even
under pressure!
Do this and you won't
let an old pen impede
your learning another
day. The Parker Pen
Company, Janesville,
Wisconsin.
Send a Post Card for Free Bottle of Parker Quin*—the marvelous new quick-drying, pendeaning ink. and throw your
blotter away. Addreai Dipt.
712.

1

I

^^s
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Tony Kishon 46 Freshmen
Tells Tales Of Answer First
Western Sport Football Call
Says Individual Eastern >ome High School Stars
Among Those
Athlete As Good
Reporting
As Westerner
Barney Marcus

BY PEGGY ANDREWS
The W. A. A. Board has again decided to give awards each year for
training to Juniors and Seniors who
train this year. W. A. A. is willing
to give two years" credit if they trained
year before last on the supposition
that they would have trained last year
if there had been awards given—is
that too complicated a sentence? And
are the Senior seals smooth!
Freshmen—-do you remember that
training is a requirement for any
W. A. A. award?
Just a reminder in case you have
forgotten. You can take any W. A. A.
period offered this year—regardless
of your gym class if you have had one
season before.
Ruth Webber was in charge pf
Sportland tour this year and made it
a Nautical run—to Hockey Harbor
ruled by Peg Melcher; Horseback
Isle in charge of Bunny Dean; Arehtenbourg with Doris Maxim: Tennis Point
and Kllen Bailey, and finally Discussion Bay where the four groups talked
about training. Cookies and punch were
served in Hand Gym. We hope they
enjoyed it.
Hope to see everybody at the Hare
and Hound Chase Thursday. I've heard
they give us Hershey Bars!
And if you see any strangers on
campus October 5th, that aren't freshmen, say "hello" anyway. A. A. with
Peg Andrews as chairman for the day,
is entertaining the girl athletes of the
smaller high schools surrounding Lewiston. The purpose of this "play day"
is to make them acquainted with methods used in high schools of equal size.
Also we attempt to impart a few new
ideas to all in the way of a wider variety of activities. Yoii don't have to
play basketball from September to
June, you know. Be sure to give them
a good time—it pays to advertise.
o

Tony Kishon, Bates' star track man,
returned to school last week with interesting comments concerning Western athletes and athletics. While on
the coast, Tony took first place in the
hammer throwing event at the National Intercollegiates, held in California early this summer.
Doing away with the generally accepted idea that as a rule the western
athlete is better than the easterner
Tony says that as individuals both are
on even terms. However, due to the
large enrollment and concentration of
good men in every event, western
schools usually prove superior in number of points scored in a meet.
An Interesting fact is that the westerners usually concentrate on the
dashes, four-forty, and field events, but
do little with the longer distance running events. Only one westerner of recent years, Ben Eastman of Sanford,
had held the crown for any distance
over the quarter. Eastman holds the
world record for the 880 with the time
of 1: 49.8.
Track occupies an important part in
Pacific Ooast athletics. It is not unusual to have 40,000 people attend a
single track meet. In fact during the
trials and finals of the Intercollegiates
which took two days, over 65,000 paid
admissions were registered at the
gates.
Kishon says that one reason why
western teams are strong is because
of the long season that they have.
Most of the schools in California and
vicinity, where great track men are
bred, schedule twenty to twenty-five
outdoor meets.. When that is compared
to the six or seven meets that Bates
for instance has, it is easy to see why
they reach their peak.
Athletics as a whole is a major business with western colleges. Nearly
all the universities have practice and
game fields for every major sport all
independent of each other. However,
Kishon contends, that the condition of

Sports Editor
Of NYU Paper
Praises Team

SPORTS SHOTS
By Bob Saunders
Week.y boost-To the 1921 Bates footballl team which>*£*"
21-19 and to the '35 team which will try to make it two H a

N

'

Y

"

U

"

Bates was not the perfect host Saturday. »* ^**** ££
maul Arnold, with the shock troops doing most of .t, but scouts from
other schools got nothing more than a cold in the head to take back to

their respective colleges. Harvard agreed not to take -*"**»£
Bates last year by scouting Bates as Bates had no chance to see he
Crimson
in action before their game. N. Y. U. was evidently worried
Over two score frosh gridiron candidates reported to Coach Spinks, Mon- about the current Morey eleven with the scoreless t.e at Yate in hi,
day for the first formal practice of the
mind Mai Stevens sent Charles Comerford, end coach, up <*rSaturday.
season.
Among those reporting were two for- He saw some stubborn defensive playing on the part of the hrst
mer Lewiston High luminaries, Roy string, some good blocking, a bit of good running and nothing more.
and Walker Briggs and an ex-Edward
Little ace, Fred Clough. Roy Briggs And now Coach Mercy hints at a wide open game from the Bates
and Clough are backfield candidates boys. N. Y. U. promises the same thing and ought to afford the fans
and should give the team plenty of
power, while Walker is a tail, rangy a spectacular game.
end who is adept at snaring passes.
Back To the Arnold Game
While the capacities of the other
Five Bates men never played football the Hotel Astor in Times Square on
freshmen are still unknown. Coach
Friday night at 8 P. M.
Spinks should be able to mould a pow- here before. Vitto Zarenba, a senior,
According to the tricky announceerful aggregation for the opening .game went in at left half and made two nice ment of the smoker this affair should
gains. Pete Duncan, our midget
with M. C. I.
who spent two years trying be a gala evening for Bates He-men.
The following is the list reporting: quarter,
Cross-Couutry, went out for football The line-up for the evening as listed on
David Hennessy, John Hennessy, Wil- this fall and saved an Arnold score the announcement has a speedy backliam Johnson. Robert Kimnach, Earl
field of Ollie Cutts and Coach Spinks
Kenney, Harold Lane. Charles Lelan- when he nailed Lewis on his long run in the half back positions, Coach
sky, Kenneth Libby, Charles Loch- after taking a pass. John Garrity and Morey at fullback, and Chuck Cushing
wood, Bradly Lard, Christian Madison, Joe Mallard saw action for the first '30 at the quarterback post.
Roland M a r t o n e, Robert Morris, time at Bates while Walt Leon at
The line will have Beer at right end
Oran Moser, William Mynahan. Roger guard was never out for football beNichols, Robert Akers, Arthur Bates, fore this fall. And what we can't under- with Schnopps at the left extremity.
Anston Briggs. Walker Briggs, Roy stand Is they left the stretchers at the Cheese and cider will hold down the
tackle berths while sandwiches and
Briggs, Robert Marlinde, Alfred Brown, Bates bench.
Freshmen football men reported doughnuts will be the weighty guards.
Joseph Canovan, Clifton Chisolm,
Monday.
They
say
Buck
Spinks
stretch
Max Wakeley '28, chairman of the
Clyde Clough, Fred Clough, William
Crosby, Harold Cushman, Maurice strained his neck looking for tackles. committee on arrangements will be at
Frosh
harriers
were
also
out.
More
Dodge, George Erwin, Joseph Fisher,
the pivot position.
William Oney, Chester Parker, Eugene about the 39 prospects next week.
The kickoff for the Friday night
Parker, James Reid, Jubert Reiner,
festivities will come at 8 P. M. when
Bates
Line-Up
At
Smoker
Russell Sawyer, Norman Stewart.
All Bates men within flying distance Captain Schnopps will boot the first
Frank Tapper, Arthur Wilder. Dwight
of
New York on this coming week-end doughnut. The program lists the
Wood, Donald Webster, Lawrence
and
who plan to attend the Bates-N. Y. penalty at $1.50. Weather conditions as
Gammon, Manager; Carl Hayden, and
U.
on
Saturday afternoon will be forecasted have the atmosphere smoky,
John Hayne.
pleased to learn of a "BIG BATES the barometer high, the field wet, with
SMOKER" in the Collegiate room of VICTORY on the docket.
the running tracks do not compare
with those of Princeton or PennsylWeekly knock—To the "tennis expert" reporting for the local A. P. who
vania where most of the prepen*, cham- likes to pan Bates. He was rather silent, however, Saturday.
pionship records have been set.
In connection with track, Tony in his
JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
hobnobbing with other champion athletes, gathered the impression Aft!
INC.
places on the 1936 United States
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
7 SABATTUS STREET
Olympic team will be hotly contested.
We Specialize in
Every event will have at least four
Lewiston Monumental Works
or five outstanding athletes competing
REPAIRING
LOTUS SHOES
6-10 BATES STREET
LEWISTON
and the stars of '35 may not even place
Agent. JOE BIKRNAKI.
TELEPHONE 4634-R
in the summer of '36.

LEWISTON SHOE
HOSPITAL

Says

Violet Team
Strongest Of
Late Years

Bv E. tawrence Deckinger
Sports Editor
The N. Y. U. "Height News

happens to be in possession of the
ball.
j„
One of the most potent weapons m
the hands of the attacking*****
keep the possessor of the ball away
from opposing tacklers is to have the
ball change hands frequently and un
expectedly. This is M™jnPI,"*~pp°1y
means of the paas, forward and latera .
And if Coach Mai Stevens 1935 edition of the Violet gridiron forces is to
be stopped this year either some of his
aggressive disciples must be removed
from action via injuries or its opponents will have to develop an adequate antigen for the New York U.
aerial attack.
It is because Doc Stevens has been
particularly emphatic in practice sessions at Sebago, where the New York
U. eleven spent two weeks of intensive
training, and at Ohio Field, since the
opening of classes, in his stress on the
elusive, effective lateral and forward,
that he has succeeded in developing
what is probably as strong a grid squad
as the Violet has put on the field since
the days of Chick Meehan, profes-
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Is

sionalized ••amateur" elevens, and
inauguration of a "De-emphasis' i^ I
ball policy at New York, (in iJ^l
spect, moreover. Doc |s k" >!
abreast of the times, the trend i*
year and this pointing toward a .-7s
open, passing game of football.) **
The Doc is particularly fortun,.
having on his
lis backfield rosters.. ■»
abundance of competent baU*2*
Among *he more efficient are t
Smith, triple-threat fullback, ci*
Siegel, slippery quarter; \ijke .■*
mach, who also pitches tor
nine; Bernie Bloom, a hard-rutoS
sophomore; and Milton Miller J?
quarter-backed the undefeated' lj?
frosh eleven.
For the receiving end of the pa^
the Violet is also blessed with a B?
eral sprinkling of able workmen Smith to Siegel and its vice w
Siegel to Smith, combinations areC
to beat. Nat Machlowitz, <-a;itain iJ.
winner of a vote of newspaperm*?!
the most valuable player on >> g^JI
the traditional N. Y. I".- Fw^*
encounter last year; and ,l
\lanJ*
running back, have distinguished, y,?
selves among the backs as : pableT
ceivers. Also in the reo-i.
ment. of course, must be in luded ikl
Violet's rangy ends, Mike 'lardv^i
Stanley Sharp. The latter are ab'lvjl!1
derstudied by Mort Sobel. VimieR*!
Dick Hall, Bill Eisenberg. .1
Klein*
and Howard Dunney.
A goodly portion of the i<lo<-kineb I
the Violet backfield is
■ "I
Somma. Jack Begelman. (
nell, Julian Hauser, Joe Sivak. M|
Fred Fiore. George Savan-e. a shift,
sophomore, and one of tli.
-testm-l
on the squad, may see service with tk I
first string backfield.

or milaness
.. for better taste
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